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In this article, I will present the status of our calculation of the difference between the masses of
the long- and short-lived neutral K mesons, ∆mK predicted by the Standard Model. This calculation is performed on an ensemble of 152, 643 × 128 gauge configurations with an inverse lattice
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and our progress toward obtaining a final result will be discussed.
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Calculation of the KL − KS mass difference for
physical quark masses

Bigeng Wang

∆mK for physical quark masses

1. Introduction

2. ∆mK and GIM mechanism
The K meson mixing through ∆S = 2 weak interaction within the Standard Model is described
by diagrams of the sort shown below in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The box diagram contributing to kaon mixing in the Standard Model.

With only up quark propagators , the loop integral yields quadratic ultraviolet divergence.
On the lattice, this is regulated by the finite lattice spacing a, i.e. an ultraviolet cutoff at energy
Λ ∼ a−1 :
Z Λ
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However, for the four-flavor case, the GIM mechanism in K meson mixing leads to the difference
of up and charm quark propagators appearing within the loop. In addition, specific to the ∆mK
calculation, due to the left-left spin structure of the two weak operators involved, the ultraviolet
part of the loop integration becomes:
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As a result both quadratic and logarithmic divergences are removed and this ultraviolet contribution
to ∆mK becomes:
1
1
(2.3)
∼ m4c ( 2 − −2 ) ∼ m2c (1 + O(mc a)2 ).
mc a
1
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The mass difference between KL and KS is a quantity related to ∆S = 2 weak interaction and
very sensitive to new physics beyond the Standard Model. Due to the GIM mechanism, this quantity receives contribution mainly from charm quark scale where the accuracy of QCD perturbative
calculation is limited by the strong coupling [2]. However, the non-perturbative calculation using
lattice QCD with a sufficiently small lattice spacing should provide results with controlled systematic errors. Following the RBC-UKQCD collaborations’ first full calculation with unphysical
kinematics[4], our most recent calculation is performed on a 643 × 128 lattice with physical masses
on 152 configurations. In this article, preliminary results, methods used for reducing statistical errors and discussion of systematic errors are presented.
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From this we could conclude:
• There’s no ultraviolet divergence and the physics scale related to ∆mK is at the charm mass.
• The effect of ultraviolet cutoff arising on the loop momentum integral, the finite lattice spacing a, is the same size as other finite lattice spacing effect from the charm mass. Thus there
is no need for local short distance correction beyond the bi-local ∆S = 1 operators used here.
Previous tests on 163 × 32 lattice have shown behaviours consistent with above conclusions [6]:

• In the 4-flavor calculation with the GIM mechanism, this dependence on the cut off radius R
disappears for small R.
As a result, our 643 × 128 physical mass lattice calculation needs only the usual multiplicative
renormalization of the four-quark weak operators.

3. ∆mK on lattice and integrated correlators
The KL − KS mass difference is expressed as:
∆MK = 2ReM00 = 2P ∑
n

hK̄ 0 |HW |nihn|HW |K 0 i
,
mK − En

(3.1)

where HW is the ∆S = 1 effective Hamiltonian:
0
GF
qq0
HW = √
Vqd Vq∗0 s (C1 Qqq
∑
1 +C2 Q2 ).
2 q,q0 =u,c

(3.2)

0

Here the Qqq
i i=1,2 are current-current operators, defined as:
0

µ
µ
0
Qqq
1 = (s̄i γ (1 − γ5 )di )(q̄ j γ (1 − γ5 )q j ),

0

µ
µ
0
Qqq
2 = (s̄i γ (1 − γ5 )d j )(q̄ j γ (1 − γ5 )qi ),

(3.3)

where i and j are color indices and Vqa qb are the usual CKM matrix elements and Ci are Wilson
coefficients.
We obtain the Wilson coefficients Cilat for the lattice operators in three steps [7] [8]:
• Non-perturbative renormalization: Renormalize the lattice in the RI-SMOM renormalization
scheme.
• Perturbation theory: Convert from RI-SMOM to MS renormalization.
• Perturbation theory: Calculate the Wilson coefficients in the MS scheme.
2
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• In the 3-flavor calculation of ∆mK from operator product Q1 Q1 , a quadratic dependence on
the inverse of an artificially introduced cutoff radius is observed.
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To evaluate ∆mK on an Euclidean-space lattice, we have previously calculated double-integrated
correlators [1] integrating over the time locations of both weak operators. We could also evaluate
the single-integrated correlators [5]:
A S (T ) =

1 t1 +T
h0|T {K̄ 0 (t f )HW (t2 )HW (t1 )K 0 (ti )}|0i.
2! t2 =t∑
1 −T

(3.4)

Similar to the double-integrated case, we insert a complete set of intermediate states and get:

n

hK̄ 0 |HW |nihn|HW |K 0 i
{−1 + e−(En −mK )T }.
mK − En

(3.5)

Figure 2: The single integration method on lattice. The shadowed box refers to the region of integration.

We obtain ∆mK frpm the constant term in Equation 3.1. However, to do this the terms which are
exponential increasing with increasing T coming from states |ni with En < mK must be removed.
3.1 O(a) finite lattice spacing error
On the lattice, the time integral is replaced by a sum over time slices and this may introduce
finite lattice spacing errors ∼ O(a). In the double-integration method, this effect is eliminated by
the symmetry of the integration. In our single-integration method, after the exponentially growing contribution from states with En < mK has been removed the resulting unintegrated correlator
vanishes near the integration limits, and any O(a) contribution is suppressed.
3.2 Exponentially growing term subtraction
In our case of physical quark masses, the |0i, |ππiI=0,2 , |ηi and |πi states have energy either
smaller or slightly larger than mK and therefore need to be subtracted. With the freedom of adding
the operators sd and sγ5 d to the weak Hamiltonian with properly chosen coefficients cs and c p , we
are able to remove two of these contributions. Here we choose cs and c p to satisfy Equation 3.6 so
that contributions from the |0i and |ηi will vanish:
h0|HW − c p s̄γ5 d|K 0 i = 0,

hη|HW − cs s̄d|K 0 i = 0.

(3.6)

As a result, the current-current operators in the original ∆S = 1 effective weak Hamiltonian in
Equation 3.2 should be modified to be :
Q0i = Qi − c pi s̄γ5 d − csi s̄d
3

(3.7)
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A S (T ) = NK2 e−mK (t f −ti ) ∑
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β
2.25

aml
0.0006203

amh
0.02539

α = b+c
2.0

Ls
12

Table 1: Input parameters of the lattice calculation.

with c pi and csi are calculated on lattice using Equation 3.8.
csi =

hη|Qi |K 0 i
,
hη|sd|K 0 i

c pi =

h0|Qi |K 0 i
.
h0|sγ5 d|K 0 i

(3.8)

Figure 3: Four types of contractions in the 4-point correlators with Q1 and Q2 .

4. Lattice calculation and results
The calculation was performed on a 643 × 128 × 12 lattice with 2+1 flavors of Möbius DWF
and the Iwasaki gauge action with physical pion mass (136 MeV) and inverse lattice spacing a−1 =
2.36 GeV. The input parameters are listed in Table 1. Compared to the results presented in Lattice
2018, we still have in total 152 configurations but now use the single-integration method which
yields consistent ∆mK results with smaller statistical errors. The results for two-point and and
three-point correlators are identical and could be found in the paper of last year[1]. Here I only
present the results from four-point correlators.
4.1 Four-point correlators
In our single-integration method, we subtract the light states before integration and expect the
resulting unintegrated correlator to decrease exponentially as the time separation between the two
weak operator δ ≡ |t1 − t2 | increases. By examining the values of unintegrated correlators, we
can identify the range of δ where the contributions are consistent with zero and therefore avoid
including their contributions to statistical errors.
4
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For contractions among Qi , there are four types of diagrams to be evaluated, as shown in
Figure 3. In addition, there are "mixed" diagrams from the contractions between the s̄d, s̄γ5 d and
Qi operators, having similar topologies to type 3 and type 4 contractions.
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The unintegrated four-point correlators with respect to δ are plotted in Figure 4 . From the unintegrated correlators ploted, we find for δ > 10 the values of correlators are zero within uncertainties. Thus we choose the integration upper limit T = 10 and obtain ∆mK from the single-integrated
correlators AiSj (T = 10), where i, j = 1, 2. The ∆mK value extracted are shown in Table 2. Compared to the previously obtained double-integrated value, the new results have smaller statitical
errors .

Method
Double-integration
Single-integration

∆mK
8.2(1.3)
6.90(0.58)

∆mK (tp1&2)
8.3(0.6)
7.11(0.30)

∆mK (tp3&4)
0.1(1.1)
-0.29(0.49)

Table 2: Results for ∆mK from uncorrelated fits in units of 10−12 MeV with fitting range 10:20.

Figure 5: Unintegrated correlators from type 1 and 2 diagrams(left) and type 3 and type 4 diagrams(right).

The unintegrated correlators from the different types of diagrams are ploted in Figure 5 and
corresponding contributions to ∆mK are shown in Table 2. The main contribution to ∆mK is from
5
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Figure 4: The four-point correlators. The left plot shows the unintegrated correlator obtained from an errorweighted average over all locations of the pair of operators subject to the constraint that neither operator is
closer to the single kaon operators than 10 time units. The right plot shows the correlators AiSj (T ) obtain by
integrating the data shown in the left plot over δ .
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type 1 and type 2 diagrams and the contribution from type 3 and 4 having disconnected pieces is
zero within uncertainty. This may imply the validity of the OZI rule in the case of physical kinematics in contrast to the previous calculation of ∆mK with unphysical kinematics, where contributions
from type 3 and 4 diagrams are almost half of the contributions from type 1 and type 2 diagrams
with opposite sign [4].

5. Systematic errors

6. Conclusion and Outlook
Our preliminary result for ∆mK based on 152 configurations with physical quark masses is:
∆mK = 6.7(0.6)(1.7) × 10−12 MeV.
Here the first error is statistical and the second is an estimate of largest systematic error, the discretization error which results from including a heavy charm quark in our calculation. Before making a comparison between our ∆mK value and the experimental value 3.483(6) × 10−12 MeV, the
possibly large finite lattice spacing error needs to be better estimated. We expect the results from
our planned ∆mK calculations on SUMMIT with a finer lattice spacing will improve the estimate
of the systematic errors from discretization effects.
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Two potentially important systematic errors come from finite-volume and finite lattice spacing
effects. The finite-volume correction to ∆mK based on the formula proposed in [10] is estimated to
−12 MeV. As for the finite lattice spacing effects, the O(a2 ) error due to
be: ∆mFV
K = −0.22(7) × 10
the heavy charm is estimated to be the largest source of systematic error. If using physical charm
mass and our lattice spacing a−1 = 2.36 GeV for estimate, this error is relatively ∼ (mc a)2 ∼ 25%.

